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Using Energy RAID: Shadow of Legends effectively is the most important thing you need to know when playing this game. Really. You get a lot of energy at the beginning of the game, however, you will spend it all very quickly. You will find yourself always starving of energy after a few days playing RAID. Priority Order Energy Expenditure: Getting all the chapters of the campaign
up to 3-star If possible Getting key champions up to 6 star farm core gear in the brutal Climbing campaigns on the 6-star Get Basic Accessories. Get masterpieces. Get the ultimate game accessories and accessories. In the beginning, don't waste your energy in Spider and Dragon Dungeons because the gears you get aren't worth it for the al energy you need to spend. Before you
have decent masteries, the 6-star gear is twice as powerful as the 5-star gear. Agriculture Food Try to go as far as you can in campaigns while farming on auto, because each higher chapter gives you a 10% more XP/energy ratio, at the same stage. I recommend farming on stage 3 of each chapter because it gives a shield that can be sold at the highest price compared to other
gears. Gear Farming It's normal farm dragons to get some decent gear for your vamp/speed sets during early games without overspending energy because the drop rate is extremely poor here. Brutal campaign is your final destination until you want to start searching for gear for your champions at the end of the game. Spider Farming Accessories can boost your champions a lot.
However, the efficiency of agriculture is very poor here until you get to the late stage of the game. Affinity keeps going as far as you can in the dungeon holds. However, don't waste a lot of energy in order to climb the champion to a 4-star one, because the 4-star ascension gives you nothing. Asending their 5-star gives you the opportunity to equip a tho banner. So wait until you
can climb from one to five-star stars. Minotaur Minotaur is a purely check of gears. You can get first level crafts whenever you want, but don't spam your energy here until you can easily farm on stage 14 or 15. Try to limit your farming team to 2-3 champions at first, so you can get Giant Slayer quickly. This is the top priority for you. Hello, heroes! Before we move into the world of
RAID: Shadow Legends, we have some handy early game tips for beginners in the kingdom. Our advice will help you get off to a strong start by driving you away from things you should avoid. DO: Get ready for the deep and almost endless adventure of RAID: Shadow Legends takes players on an epic journey as they army of champions to rid the earth of an unknown disaster
and save the kingdom of Teleria. As we kick off this list of RAID: Shadow of Legends tips, we must stress that everyone who has ascended the challenge should be ready for a huge adventure. Check out the Affinity system There are four types of affinity in RAID: RAID: Legends, and you need to understand them all in order to succeed. The three affinitys exist in balance with each
other, while the fourth does not offer any special advantages or disadvantages compared to others. Magic (blue): Beats Spirit (green), weak to strength (red); Spirit (green): beats strength (red), weak to magic (blue); Strength (red): beats magic (blue), weak spirit (green); Void (purple): No counter, no weakness. Careful feedback and understanding of these affinity and how they
interact with each other will often be the deciding factor in combat. Turn off the auto-fight as you try the newly acquired champions As things become more technical, complex and difficult in RAID: Shadow Legends, it is important that players understand the synergy drives of the Team Champions. In order to fully appreciate how each new champion you acquire can affect your
squad and its abilities in combat, take the time to get a handle on your skills by leading them into battle manually. Also, be sure to view your features under the Skill tab in the champion profile. You can also look in the index to test skills for champions that you haven't purchased yet. Be proud of the campaign before you dive into the dungeons There's a lot to be found in The Raid:
Shadow Legends campaign, and even more for players to unlock through gameplay. Whether you're constantly going back to the same history section to grind your team's strength or advance on a critical path to tackling the world's mysteries and dangers, exploring the game and the potential of your champions in the natural pace of the campaign can pay off manually. In
addition, equipping your champions with gears from the campaign will make it easier to move further into the dungeons to earn even better gears. So, it's actually best to just ignore the dungeons until you've almost completed the campaign. Work your way through progress missions for those who believe the tutorial is too short, Mission Progress can be a huge help. These
carefully supervised missions are designed to acclimatize players to numerous RAID: Shadow Legends systems. They also offer material rewards to complete as well! Think of them as an additional extended tutorial. Join the clan you like Many players will be so interested to join the clan in RAID: Shadow Legends that they will jump in immediately and join any random clan. While
the privileges of joining a clan can be tempting, we suggest holding on until you get a sense of community. Try to find a clan with people who may be more inclined to play with you or lend a helping hand to a new player. Taking the time to sniff out that ideal community is one of the most important RAID: Shadow legends tips that we have to offer. Earnings these Star ratings Much
of the grind includes mastering a three-star completion system associated with all the raid: Shadow Legends of Legends Missions. Players earn more impressive rewards for scoring a higher star rating on each mission. Doubling back into the mission and trying to score three star campaign rankings will net you bigger and better rewards. The game also rewards you based on a
common star counter, so the more stars you can snag throughout your journey, the better. Equip your champions with full gear kits in RAID: Shadow Legends makes it crucial for players to equip the right set of tools to work with. Experienced players will choose specific champions to download with a certain gear. Equipment tank-type champions with HP-boosting gears or
ensuring squishy champions have more life-stealing items equipped can make a huge difference in combat. Upgrading your gear often in order to make all the gear you collect even more powerful, you can upgrade each item to a maximum level of 16 pounds. As you line up the items, you will unlock bonus stats for every four stages you upgrade. This system makes even common
items worth investing your coins in. At the beginning of the game, you probably don't want to upgrade gears for 12 pounds. The upgrade process becomes quite expensive as the equipment gets levels, so you will spend precious resources immersing too much silver in the transmission, which will soon be surpassed by new mining. Also note that gloves, chest armor, boots, rings,
amulets and banners can have a few basic stats. You want to take care on the farm for gears that has the right primary stats, not just the right bonus set. Have fun, make friends! While the story in the game can take a few twists for the serious, RAID: Shadow Legends is a fun and challenging experience at heart. It is important to work with other adventurers to discuss basic
strategies, hash out your favorite factions, and eventually make friends. You can use an in-game chat, join a star clan or contact other players on our official Discord. Look at the champions available in the campaign Several champions can fall as a reward once you complete certain stages of the campaign, and many of them can be very useful in some of the tougher areas of the
game. If you're fighting a particular quest or battle, see which champions can be available to you in the campaign. One of them may just be the addition you need to put your army over the top! You can see which champions drop in the chapter, looking at the loot screen on the left side of the screen when you Chapter. Rank up to the low rarity of champions When ranked up to the
champion, you will need to sacrifice other champions of the same rank. However, take care not to rush. If you get rid of the champions you may want or need later, you will regret it. Instead, level up to lower-ranked champions and use them as victims instead! NON: Our RAID list: RAID: Legends tips also comes with its share of basic things to avoid. Some of them are simply
related to changing your thinking, while others are directly related to your strategic choices. Don't get overwhelmed by the selection of your first champion When the brief battle tutorial ends, you (the hero of history) will get the chance to retain one of the four champions title. Whether you decide to go with the Atelier of the Sacred Order, Elhaine of the High Elves, Galek orcs, or
Kael of the Dark Elves, don't worry too much about your choices. All four champions are available to unlock throughout the game. You can start with simply choosing the faction you most identify with, or the champion whose design you enjoy the most. Don't be afraid to grind! Throughout your adventure in RAID: Shadow Legends, you may find yourself outclassed by enemy
hordes or trying to work with new champions whose abilities lag behind the rest of your squad. Situations like these are a great opportunity to grind. You are free to repeat all the missions of the campaign and dungeons as you need. Some quests may come with time constraints, but many adventures can be revised as many times as you want, assuming that you have the game's
energy for them. There are many reasons to reproduce missions, and the level is just one of them. Don't horde duplicate champions During your journey through RAID: Shadow of Legends, you'll earn a lot of champions as rewards and unlocks. Many of them will be replays of champions you've already earned. This means that you should feel free to use most (if not all) of your
duplicates in the tavern in order to upgrade the ones you have chosen as your favorite. It is important, however, to keep some powerful champions from different factions to use in Faction Wars mode (soon). Don't neglect these quests It's especially important for those of you who are just starting your journey: Don't ignore the quests! Daily, weekly, monthly and even achievement
quests are all stellar ways to grow your collection of resources and at the same time provide players with some direction. Don't give up on those drops! What's the biggest advantage to putting in some grind time on campaign or dungeon missions? Loot drops. Many missions often include top-level, low drop percentages for you to track down. Don't give up on them even if you
don't earn these rare ones right away. If you have energy to spare, grinding for experience and rare drops can be well worth your effort. Don't be afraid to fall in love with the team comp No more complicate things when it comes to creating and discovering the optimal team compositions. While it is important to explore different ideas and new things, it's also good for players to
become attached to a particular team build. It is easy to grow and improve champions unlocked, so that any champion can become strong with little effort. Be sure to log in once a day other than grinding, the best way to collect materials and unlock items is by ensuring that you collect entry bonuses. New players will also be given some pretty impressive champions as a reward for
entering the sequentially. The awards are as they are handed out daily, so be sure to run RAID: Shadow Legends every day for easy enhancements in materials and more. Don't go too far ahead of yourself Players of all kinds often want to unlock every type of game and adventure as soon as possible, but some aspects of RAID: Shadow legends are locked behind the level caps.
It may seem frustrating at first, but it's design. The goal of keeping the content locked depending on the level of the player is to help them become more comfortable with the game systems by the time advanced adventures become available. Testing the discovery of a lot of experience games will also help in aligning your champions, ensuring that you have capable basic parts as
you get more complex scenarios. Don't forget about tavern champions update is a key feature as you tweak your favorite game in a later game, but that doesn't mean you should ignore these updates early on. This is especially true if you've already found a few champions you like. Use the materials you've collected in dungeons, missions and clan quests to make your favorite
warriors even more powerful. Don't leave the house without a healer It may sound like a Role-Playing 101, but you'll definitely want to add a healer to your party once you can unlock one. (Conveniently, there is a rare champion with a healing-warpriest that automatically falls as soon as you finish Chapter 1.) Having a healer on hand to heal the wounds of your party will often save
the day. Support class champions in RAID: Shadow Legends range from direct healers, champions with the ability to raise deceased allies, champions who focus on polishing your team and debuffing the enemy. Don't forget that your auras Some champions possess a passive qualified called Aura, which will increase the specific stats for each champion in the team. Only the
champion in the Leader position of the team will be able to project his aura in battle. Make sure your Leader always has an aura! Each of the starting champions has auras, so be sure to use them to your advantage. Hopefully these RAID: Shadow Legends tips will help new players as they embark on their journey. Keep these dos and don'ts in mind during the early stages of your
quest and you will be a master of the war in no time. It's time.
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